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The Global Gold Standard in Elite Tennis 

🎾 Get a Global Rating: UTR is the universal standard for all tennis players; 

players worldwide are rated across the same scale based purely on results. 

🎾 Set Actionable Goals: Objectively track improvement, set realistic goals and 

identify player pathways. 

🎾 Play Closer To Home: All play can count for UTR, so play in matches close to 

home to improve your rating. No more weekends spent chasing points. 

🎾 More Opportunities to Compete: Play opponents outside of your traditional 

age & gender brackets.  Wildcard & prize money tournaments count to your 

rating too! 

🎾 Improve Playing Experience: When players have a UTR, tennis is centered 

around level, not age, gender or national ranking, leading to more competitive 

and fulfilling competition.

🎾 Showcase Your Game: Dynamic player profiles let you showcase your game 

to college coaches, fans & more. 
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UTR FOR JUNIORS
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Rating Questions

🎾 What is the benefit of UTR for juniors? UTR provides an equalizer for all 

players regardless of age, gender, national ranking or location. It is the gold 

standard in college recruiting and the official rating of the ITA. When players 

have a UTR, they know their level, can track progress, find competitive 

matches closer to home and even get recruited for college.

🎾 Can I benefit from playing someone with a lower UTR? Of course. Playing 

up or down tests different, equally important muscles that are key to 

developing your game. That said, UTR does not take into account matches 

from players with a UTR difference greater than 2.0. 

🎾 How is the rating calculated? UTR is an objective, results-driven rating 

based on: 1) Strength of opponent; 2) Games won; 3) History of last 30 

matches within 12 months. It does not look at wins or losses.

🎾 Does my UTR affect my USTA rating? No, but USTA scores count for UTR. 

🎾 How do self-posted scores affect my rating? There are two different 

ratings: UTR and Verified UTR. UTR measures all your play, including 

self-posted scores and recreational play. Verified UTR only measures 

Verified UTR matches, USTA, ITF, ITA, WTA ATP and others. 

Profile Questions

🎾 I have missing scores on my player profile, or have a duplicate profile. 

Go to support.myutr.com to submit a question, or look for the three dots 

next to your name and click “request profile merge.” 

🎾 I just self-rated, and my rating looks off! What do I do? Don’t worry! As 

soon as scores are posted to your profile, your rating will update. 

🎾 How does UTR have some of my scores already? If you have played in 

USTA matches or sanctioned events, you may already have a UTR.


